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Course outline
Theory and practice of
econometric modelling in an evolving world, where
models differ from the economic mechanism
Four key stages
First, theory of reduction:
explaining the origins of empirical models
Next, formulation of appropriate model class:
integrated-cointegrated system subject to breaks
Third, selecting appropriate models:
theory and practice of model selection
Finally, evaluation of selected models
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Route Map

1. Introduction: Why undertake model selection?
2. Theory of Reduction
3. Model selection theory
4. Implementing general-to-specific selection:
Autometrics
5. Advances in automatic model selection
6. Conclusions: What have we learnt?
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Basis of approach
Data generation process (DGP):
joint distribution of all variables in economy
Economic mechanism plus measurement system
Huge dimensionality; highly non-stationary
Impossible to model precisely
Need to reduce to manageable size:
local DGP (LDGP) is DGP in space of variables
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From DGP to LDGP
DGP

The economic
mechanism that
operates in the
real world

Theory of
Reduction

LDGP

DGP for
locally
relevant
variables
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Model selection in econometrics
Many features not derivable from economic theory
institutional knowledge, or previous evidence:
lag reactions; structural breaks; non-linear functions
All have to be data-based on available sample–
major problems of model specification and selection
Former mainly up to investigator; latter is daunting
May have several hundred candidate variables
Computer-automated econometric model selection:
seek to locate LDGP
General-to-specific approach embodied in Autometrics
In Monte Carlo, Gets recovers LDGP accurately
Clarifies ‘data mining’ in economics
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From DGP to models
DGP

Explicit model design mimics Theory
of Reduction in practical setting

Specification of
general model

GUM

Automatic
Gets
Algorithm

Final terminal
model

SPECIFIC

The economic
mechanism that
operates in the
real world

Theory of
Reduction
Congruency i.e.
GUM nests LDGP

LDGP

DGP for
locally
relevant
variables
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How to select an empirical model?
Many grounds on which to select empirical models:
theoretical
empirical
aesthetic
philosophical
Within each category, many criteria:
theory: generality; internal consistency; invariance
empirical: goodness-of-fit; congruence; parsimony;
consistency with theory; constancy; encompassing;
forecast accuracy
aesthetic:
elegance; relevance; ‘tell a story’
philosophical:
novelty; excess content; making money....
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How to resolve?
Obvious solution: match all the criteria
Cannot do so as:
many of the criteria conflict
human knowledge is limited
economy too complex, high dimensional,
heterogeneous
data inaccurate, samples small, and non-stationary
Every decision about:
a theory formulation
its implementation
its empirical evidential base and
its evaluation
involves selection
Selection is inevitable and unavoidable
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Implications
Any test + decision = selection, so ubiquitous
Most decisions undocumented
often not recognized as selection
Unfortunately, model selection theory is difficult:
all statistics have interdependent distributions
altered by every modelling decision
Fortunately, computer selection algorithms allow
operational studies of alternative strategies
Mainly consider Gets: General-to-specific modelling
Explain approach and review progress
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Empirical models
Experimental outputs caused by inputs:
yt

=

[output]

f (zt )

[input]

+

νt

[perturbation]

(1)

yt observed when zt input; f (·) maps inputs to outputs
ν t is small, random perturbation

‘Same’ outputs repeating experiments at same inputs
In an econometric model, however:
yt

[observed]

=

g (zt )

[explanation]

+

ǫt

[remainder]

(2)

yt decomposed into two components:
g (zt ) (bit explained) and ǫt (unexplained).
Always feasible even if yt does not depend on g (zt )
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Empirical models
Thus, models can be designed by selection of g (zt )
Design criteria must be analyzed:
leading to notion of congruent model
congruent econometric models
match data generating process
in all measured aspects
Follows from theory of reduction:
explaining the origins of empirical models.
Successive congruent models should explain earlier:
leading to encompassing and
progressive research strategies
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Model Selection
Econometric Modelling requires a high investment in
human capital
Few agencies have the resources
to develop such models

Solution: develop automatic methods of selecting
empirical models
PcGets (Hendry and Krolzig, 2001)
Autometrics (Doornik and Hendry, 2007)
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General-to-Specific Approach

Deep Blue V Garry Kasparov
Seek to mirror the achievements of Deep Blue
General-to-Specific approach, eliminating insignificant
variables until only relevant variables are retained
Explores all feasible reduction paths
Analogous to
sieving for gold
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Model selection
How costly to search many alternatives?
If 1000 candidate variables, 21000 ≃ 10300 possible models
Makes task sound impossible
Tests have non-zero rejection frequencies under null,
but type-I errors do not accumulate
Selection really only involves one decision:
which variables to retain (equivalently, eliminate)
Repeated-testing claims too pessimistic
Fix by small null-rejection frequency:
at some cost in lower power
For 1000 candidate variables and 0.1% significance
would retain just 1 variable by chance
and on average eliminate 999–vast increase in knowledge
Yet t(0.1%)≃ 3.4, so only small power loss
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Understanding model selection
Consider a perfectly orthogonal
regression model:
X
yt =

N

i=1

β i zi,t + ǫt

(3)

where E[zi,t zj,t ] = λi,i ∀i, j , ǫt ∼ IN[0, σ 2ǫ ] and T >> N .
Order the N sample t2 -statistics testing H0 : β j = 0:
t2(N ) ≥ t2(N +1) ≥ · · · ≥ t2(1)

Cut-off n between included and excluded variables is:
t2(n) ≥ cα > t2(n+1)

Larger values retained: all others eliminated
Only one decision needed even for N = 1000:
‘repeated testing’ does not occur
Path search gives impression of ‘repeated testing’
Confused with selecting from 21000 possible models
Maintain false null retention at one variable by cα = 1/N
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Automatic model selection
Hoover and Perez (1999) evaluate Gets:
follow many search paths from congruent GUM;
terminate if no reductions; or significant diagnostics
Much better than Lovell’s (1983) ‘data mining’ critique
Lower ‘size’ and raise power by improved algorithm
Other experiments demonstrate:
no major loss of power;
correct ‘size’;
accurate ‘goodness-of-fit’ estimates;
standard errors accurate
‘Pre-testing’ implies biased coefficients:
so literature suggests search has high costs
But can bias correct selected models
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Gets-based selection
Based on general-to-specific modelling.
Start from general dynamic statistical model (GUM):
check GUM captures essential characteristics of data
Then eliminate statistically-insignificant variables,
to reduce its complexity;
check validity of reductions by diagnostic tests,
to ensure congruence of final model
Test final selection encompasses rival contenders
Progressive research strategy (PRS) key concept
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Conclusion on model selection
Major recent developments in theory and practice of
automatic model selection:
multi-path searches,
encompassing choices
impulse saturation
non-linearity
Autometrics provides powerful model-selection procedure:
null rejection frequency close to nominal;
power close to starting with LDGP;
near unbiased estimates of fit and standard errors;
can bias-correct estimated parameters;
can handle more variables than observations
Turn to the origins of empirical models
Theory of Reduction
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Route Map

1. Introduction: Why undertake model selection?
2. Theory of Reduction
3. Model selection theory
4. Implementing general-to-specific selection:
Autometrics
5. Advances in automatic model selection
6. Conclusions: What have we learnt?
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Data generating process
All random variables in economy over t = 1, . . . T :
denoted {ut } with U1T = (u1 , . . . , uT )
Defined on probability space (Ω, F , P)
DGP is joint data density function DU (·):
DU U1T

|

U0 , ψ 1T



with ψ 1T ∈ Ψ ⊆ Rk ,

(4)

ψ 1T ∈ Ψ ⊆ Rk is k × 1 parameter in space Ψ
ψ 1T must not depend on F
U0 are initial conditions

U1T unmanageably large: must reduce

From DGP through LDGP & GUM to selected model arises
by sequence of reductions organized into twelve stages:
see Hendry (1987, 2009)
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Twelve stages from DGP to specific GUM
From DGP to LDGP
[1] Aggregation
[2] Data transformations
[3] Data partition
[4] Marginalizing
[5] Sequential factorization
[6] Parameters of interest
Approximating the LDGP
[7] Lag truncation
[8] Parameter constancy and invariance
[9] Functional form (linearity)
Formulating a specific GUM
[10] Mapping to non-integrated data
[11] Conditional factorization
[12] Simultaneity
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[1] Aggregation & [2] data transformation
1-1 mapping of U1T to new data set WT1 where U1T ↔ WT1

DGP of U1T , and so of WT1 , characterized by joint density:
DU U1T

|

U0 , ψ 1T

where ψ 1T ∈ Ψ and φ1T ∈ Φ



=

DW WT1

|

W0 , φ1T



(5)

Transformation from U to W affects parameter space
so Ψ transformed into Φ
But WT1 contain aggregates of interest
Key to all reductions–
impacts on parameters: ψ 1T versus φ1T
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Key theorem
Transform joint probabilities to a product:
P (a, b) = P (a | b) P (b)
= P (b | a) P (a)

Only use one ordering (often time); and use repeatedly!
P (a, [b, c]) = P (a | [b, c]) P (b, c)
= P (a | [b, c]) P (b | c) P (c)

Allowing for parameters, we write:
P (a, b | ψ) = P (a, b | θ) = P (a | b, θ 1 ) P (b | θ2 )

where θ = f (ψ) and θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 ) ∈ Θ ⊆ Rk
Crucial issue: does Θ = Θ1 × Θ2 ?
Clearly explained in Ericsson (1992)
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Parameter space restrictions
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[3] Data partition
Partition WT1 into the two sets:
WT1

where X1T is T × n.

=

X1T

:

VT1



(6)

Everything desired from the analysis must be learnt from
analyzing X1T alone:
VT1 must not be essential to inference
Hidden condition that parameters of their distributions must
be variation free
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[4] Marginalization

DW WT1

|

W0 , φ1T



=

DV|X VT1
DX X1T |

| X1T , W0 , ϕ1a,T

1
W0 , ϕb,T



×
(7)

Eliminate VT1 by discarding conditional density


DV|X VT1 |X1T , W0 , ϕ1a,T



in (7)


Retain marginal density DX X1T |W0 , ϕ1b,T



Key is no loss of relevant information:


a cut is required, so that: ϕ1a,T : ϕ1b,T ∈ Φa × Φb
Thus, parameters must be variation free
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[5] Sequential factorization
Innovation process created by sequentially factorizing X1T :
DX X1T

|

W0 , ϕ1b,T



=

Dx xT |X1T −1 , W0 , ϕb,T

1
1
DX XT −1 |W0 , ϕb,T −1



×

..
.

=

T
Y
t=1

Dx xt |

X1t−1 , W0 , ϕb,t

(8)



Creates mean
innovation
error process:


ǫt = xt − E xt |X1t−1 .
Can treat sequential densities ‘as if’ independent:
allows
of
large numbers, central limit theorems etc.
 laws

as E ǫt |X1t−1 = 0
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Granger non-causality
Conditional, sequential distribution of {xt }
1
must not depend on Vt−1
(Granger non-causality)
Dx xt |

If so:

1
, X1t−1 , W0 , φb,t
Vt−1

T
Y
t=1

Dx xt |



= Dx xt |

X1t−1 , W0 , φ∗b,t

X1t−1 , W0 , φ∗b,t





(9)

(10)

from (9) is LDGP for {xt } with φ∗b,t = ϕb,t
so (9) coincides with last line of (8) above
LDGP well defined as a reduction of DGP, but may be
high-dimensional, complicated, non-linear, & evolving.
Knowledge of LDGP is best that can be achieved in
space of {xt }–target for model selection
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[6] Parameters of interest
Denoted µ ∈ M
Should be identifiable
constant
and invariant to relevant class of interventions
Requires that µ = f (φ1T ) from (5)
Guides choice of:
data to analyze: X1T
data transformations: h(xt )
form of model: g[h(X1T )] = ǫt
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[7] Lag truncation
Fix extent of history of X1t−1 in (8) at s earlier periods:
Dx xt |

X1t−1 , W0 , ϕb,t



= Dx xt |

Xt−s
t−1 , W0 , ϕb,t



(11)

Obvious checks on validity of such a reduction are whether
longer lags matter, or error remains an innovation:
key criterion is impact on {ϕb,t }
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[8] Parameter constancy
The parameters in question are those that characterize the
distribution in (11)
{ϕb,t } may have different elements for different times:


ϕb,t = ϕb,1 , ϕb,2 · · · ϕb,T −1 , ϕb,T



(12)

Constancy entails that {ϕb,t } depends on a smaller set of
parameters that are constant, at least within regimes.
Complete parameter constancy is:
ϕb,t = λ0 ∈ Λ0 ∀t

(13)

Most misunderstood, and one of least analyzed, concepts
Dependent on measurement system: price indices
and on measures used in model: opportunity costs
not improved by ‘random parameters’
not the same as invariance
and non-constancy not entailed by forecast failure
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Invariance
Invariance is under extensions of the information set:
1] over time: if extend data series, parameters stay the
same
2] across regimes: if change input variable, relation to
output variable is unchanged and
3] new sources: if add additional variables to the analysis,
parameters are unaltered
All three are necessary conditions, and are easily testable
1] test for parameter constancy at end of sample
2] change a regressor and test parameter constancy
3] add potential candidate variables and test they are
irrelevant
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[9] Functional form
Map xt into x∗t = h (xt )
Denote resulting data by X∗
Assume that x∗t makes Dx∗ (·) approximately normal and
homoscedastic, Nn [η t , Υ], with no loss of information:
Dx xt |

Xt−s
t−1 , W0 , λ0



= Dx∗

x∗t

|

(X∗ ) t−s
t−1 , W0 , λ

Intimate connection between functional form
and parameter constancy



(14)

Drop ∗ notation for simplicity, so xt denotes after any
relevant transformations
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Linearity
For implementation, must specify precise
functional form:

e.g., linear model for Dx xt | Xt−s
t−1 , W0 , λ
xt =

s
X

Aj xt−j + ǫt

(15)

j=1

Express more generally by Γ (L) xt = ǫt where:
Γ (L) =

s
X

Γ j Lj ;

j=0

Γ (L) is a polynomial matrix of order s in lag operator L
where Γ0 = In

Underpins VAR models as the GUM
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[10] Mapping to I(0)
Most economic time series are non-stationary
Key aspect is unit root (integrated data): denoted I(1)
Reduction to I(0) ensures conventional inferences valid
but many inferences valid even if I(0) reduction not enforced
Importantly holds for most diagnostic tests
(not heteroscedasticity however)
Mapping to I(0) also helps interpret outcomes
and reduces dimensionality of parameterization
Two possible reductions: differencing and cointegration
∆xt = xt − xt−1 always removes unit root;
β ′ xt sometimes does so as well
Then both are I(0), and conventional inference applies
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[11] Conditional factorization
Factorize xt into sets of n1 and n2 variables, n1 + n2 = n:
x′t

=

yt′

:

z′t



,

(16)

where yt endogenous and zt non-modelled.
Dx xt |

Xt−s
t−1 , W0 , λ



=

zt weakly exogenous for µ if:

Dy|z yt | zt , Xt−s
t−1 , W0 , θ a

t−s
Dz zt | Xt−1 , W0 , θ b



×
(17)

(i) µ = f (θ a ) alone; and
(ii) (θa , θ b ) ∈ Θa × Θb

Justifies contemporaneous conditioning
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Identification
Three attributes:
‘uniqueness’
‘corresponds to desired entity’
‘satisfies the assumed interpretation’
Consider regression of quantity on price
and want to ‘identify as demand equation’:
a] unique function of data second moments
b] but need not correspond to underlying demand
behaviour
c] and may be incorrectly interpreted–really supply
schedule
Uniqueness is often the sense intended in econometrics
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[12] Simultaneity
Simultaneous representation is a reduction
Already known for:
programming, modelling, model evaluation, testing theory
DGP equations are identified if sufficient restrictions
so:
with:

Byt = Czt + ǫt where ǫt ∼ INn1 [0, Σǫ ]

(18)

yt = Πzt + wt where wt ∼ INn1 [0, Ωw ]

(19)

BΠ − C = 0

(20)

(20) may entail restrictions on Π, so is a testable reduction
Do not need to know identifying restrictions a priori
when (20) holds:
congruent, linear, conditional statistical systems
always identified, so all later valid reductions are also
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Derived model
A (L) h (y)t = B (L) g (z)t + ǫt

(21)

where ǫt ag
pp Nn1 [0, Σǫ ]
Notice the many design steps in reaching (21)
ǫt is a derived and not an autonomous process:
ǫt = A (L) h (y)t − B (L) g (z)t

(22)

Designed by choices made in reduction
Crucial insight: model changes as reductions are altered
Parameters of model are functions of φ1T in (5):
(A(·) B(·)) = f (φ1T ) alter as φ1T changes
Test empirical model against LDGP, as represented by data
properties
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From LDGP to selected model
DGP

Explicit model design mimics Theory
of Reduction in practical setting

Specification of
general model

GUM

Automatic
Gets
Algorithm

Final terminal
model

SPECIFIC

The economic
mechanism that
operates in the
real world

Theory of
Reduction
Congruency i.e.
GUM nests LDGP

LDGP

DGP for
locally
relevant
variables
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Econometric concepts
Measures of no information loss
[1] Aggregation: no loss of information on marginalizing wrt
disaggregates if retain sufficient statistics for µ
[2] Transformations: no associated reduction, but introduce
µ, and need for parameters to be invariant and identifiable
[3] Data partition: which variables to include/omit –
fundamental to success of empirical modelling
[4] Marginalizing wrt vt without loss, if X1T sufficient for µ
1
marginalizing wrt Vt−1
without loss,
if Granger non-causality for xt and a cut
[5] Sequential factorization:
no loss if ǫt an innovation relative to X1t−1
common factors: autoregressive errors are a restriction
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Econometric concepts 2
[6] LDGP: reduction of DGP for relevant variables, nested
within it; properties explained by reduction
[7] Lag truncation: no loss if ǫt remains an innovation
[8] Parameter constancy and invariance:
constancy across interventions on marginal process
[9] Functional form: no reduction when two densities in (14)
are equal (e.g., logs of log-normal variables)
[10] Integrated data:
reduce to I(0) by cointegration and differencing
Conventional inference and more parsimonious
[11] Conditional factorization: eliminate marginal process
No loss of information if zt weakly exogenous for µ
[12] Simultaneity: parsimoniously capture joint dependence
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Model design
[13] Knowledge of DGP entails knowledge of all reductions
thereof
If one model entails knowledge of others, then that model is
said to encompass them
Unlike symptomatology approach testing for:
autocorrelation, heteroscedasticity, omitted variables,
non-constancy etc. then ‘correcting’ them
Invalid approach as no unique alternative to any null;
successive outcomes can contradict;
no obvious termination point–
stopping after first ‘non-rejection’ is disastrous, and
no account of selection process
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Explicit model design
Commence from ‘good’ approximation to LDGP
which embeds available economic theory
and institutional knowledge
checked for congruence by mis-specification tests
Mimic reduction theory in practical research, to
minimize losses due to reductions imposed
Based on notions of congruence and encompassing:
former close to ‘well specified’
latter entails explaining the results of other models
Course will address how to select model of LDGP from
initial general unrestricted specification
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Taxonomy of evaluation information
Partition own data X1T into three information sets:
a] past data
b] present data
c] future data
X1T

=

X1t−1

: xt :

Xt+1
T



(23)

d] Theory information: source of µ, and creative stimulus
e] Measurement information: price index theory, identities,
data accuracy; and:
f] Rival models
Leads to six main model evaluation criteria
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Model evaluation criteria
a] homoscedastic innovation ǫt
b] weakly exogenous zt for µ
c] constant, invariant µ
d] theory consistent, identifiable structures
e] data-admissible formulations on accurate observations
f] encompass rival models
Exhaustive nulls to test; but many alternatives
Models which satisfy a] & b] are well specified on
available information
Models which satisfy first three are (empirically)congruent
Admissible, theory-consistent, encompassing,
congruent model satisfies all six criteria
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Dominance
Two distinct empirical models M1 and M2 :
mean-innovation processes (MIPs) {ν t } and {ǫt }
with constant, finite variances σ 2ν and σ 2ǫ
Then M1 variance dominates M2 (M1 ≻ M2 ) if σ 2ν < σ 2ǫ
Variance dominance is transitive:
if M1 ≻ M2 and M2 ≻ M3 then M1 ≻ M3
and anti-symmetric:
if M1 ≻ M2 then false that M2 ≻ M1
M1 ≻ M2 if M1 has MIP on Xt−1 and M2 on subset
DGP ≻ all models thereof in population
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Dominance and conditional expectation
If ǫt = xt − Et [xt |Xt−1 ], then σ 2ǫ ≤ σ 2ξ
when ξ t = xt − G [xt |Xt−1 ] ∀ G [·]:
conditional expectation has minimum mean-square error
(need not hold if use Et−1 [xt |Xt−1 ] and distribution shifts)
Nesting-model variance dominates in its class:
favours general over simple empirical models

Let Mj ψ j have κj parameters, then:
M1 is parsimoniously undominated in class {Mi }
if ∀i, κ1 ≤ κi and no Mi ≻ M1
Model selection procedures (AIC, SC) seek parsimoniously
undominated models:
but do not check if congruent or encompassing
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Encompassing
Consider models M1 and M2 of y , with DGP (M0 )
Encompassing implements progressive research strategy:
model-building where knowledge gradually accumulates
Must have three properties:
(a) Reflexive: M1 EM1

(b) Anti-symmetric: if M1 EM2 and M2 EM1 , then M1 ≈ M2
(c) Transitive: if M1 EM2 and M2 EM3 then M1 EM3

Defines a partial ordering across models
See papers in Hendry, Marcellino and Mizon (2008),
especially Bontemps and Mizon (2008).
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Parsimonious encompassing
Parsimonious encompassing (denoted Ep ):
M1 Ep M2 if M1 ⊆ M2 and M1 EM2
Parsimonious encompassing Ep is transitive:
if M1 Ep Mm and Mm Ep Mg then M1 Ep Mg :
a valid reduction of a valid reduction is a valid reduction
Thus, Ep satisfies the 3 conditions for partial ordering
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Conclusion
DGP to LDGP reduction is crucial insight
Approximate LDGP by general unrestricted model (GUM)
Once GUM nests LDGP, seek valid model simplification
Thus, can now consider
general-to-specific model selection
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Route Map

1. Introduction: Why undertake model selection?
2. Theory of Reduction
3. Model selection theory
4. Implementing general-to-specific selection:
Autometrics
5. Advances in automatic model selection
6. Conclusions: What have we learnt?
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Model Selection
Modelling inevitably involves specification uncertainty
about: which variables, lags, functional forms, unit
roots, and breaks are relevant and which irrelevant.
To successfully determine what matters and how it enters,
all potential determinants must be included:
omitting key variables adversely affects selected models.
Especially forceful issue when data are ‘wide sense
non-stationary’–both integrated and not time invariant
‘Catch 22’ – leads to more variables N than observations T :
so all cannot be entered from the outset.
To resolve conundrum, analysis proceeds in 6 stages.
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Six stages
1] ‘1-cut’ selection for orthogonal designs with N << T :
establishes ‘good behaviour’ of selection per se.
2] Selection matters, so consider effects of bias correction
on conditional and unconditional distributions:
shows benefits in mean-square errors (MSEs) of correcting.
3] Compare ‘1-cut’ with Autometrics, (applicable to
non-orthogonal models): shows Autometrics outperforms.
4] Impact of diagnostic testing:
costs of checking congruence small compared to not.
5] Role of encompassing in automatic selection:
controls ‘good behaviour’ and missing relevant
combinations
6] Impulse-indicator saturation for breaks and data
contamination: now N > T must occur
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Model search
How to find the source of Nile? Every path is explored; North, South,
East and West, till success
Gets does this for regression model selection.
Search all reduction paths in general model
Two costs of selection:
costs of inference and costs of search
First inevitable if tests of non-zero size and non-unit power,
even if commence from data generation process (DGP)
Costs of search additional to initial model being the DGP
Automatic model selection is labour saving, and
is essential if many potential candidate variables
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Repeated testing
Does repeated testing distort selection?
(a) Severe illness:
more tests increase probability of correct diagnosis.
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Repeated testing
Does repeated testing distort selection?
(a) Severe illness:
more tests increase probability of correct diagnosis.
(b) Mis-specification tests:
if r independent tests τ j conducted under null
for small significance level η (critical value cη ):
r

P(|τ j | < cη | j = 1, . . . , r) = (1 − η) ≃ 1 − rη.

More tests increase probability of false rejection
Suggests significance level η of 1% or tighter.
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Repeated testing
Does repeated testing distort selection?
(a) Severe illness:
more tests increase probability of correct diagnosis.
(b) Mis-specification tests:
if r independent tests τ j conducted under null
for small significance level η (critical value cη ):
r

P(|τ j | < cη | j = 1, . . . , r) = (1 − η) ≃ 1 − rη.

More tests increase probability of false rejection
Suggests significance level η of 1% or tighter.
(c) Repeated diagnostic tests: probabilities unaltered.
Conclude: no generic answer.
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Selection of parsimonious model
Key issue: Costs of search small compared to costs of
inference.
Bound to be mistakes in statistical inference:
even if commence from DGP.
‘Over-fitting’ over-emphasized: need not select by fit,
and anyway primarily a finite-sample problem.
Real difficulty is retaining relevant variables.
So how costly is it to search over many alternatives?
Conventional view: disastrous.
But model-selection criteria and White (1990) show:
on rigorous testing, model converges to DGP.
Analysis and simulation reveal search costs are
small.
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Costs of search and inference
dgp

pα,i :

probability of retaining ith variable in DGP at size α

1 − pdgp
α,i is cost of inference. M relevant, m ≤ M retained
gum

pα,i

: probability of retaining ith variable in GUM.

K irrelevant variables, k ≤ K retained
 P


PM  dgp
gum
K
Search costs are i=1 pα,i − pgum
+
p
j=1
α,i
α,j

Can be negative between strategies.

Consider removal of irrelevant,
then retention of relevant, variables,
when N = M + K
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Selection theory
Probabilities of null rejections in t-testing for N irrelevant
regressors at significance level α (critical value cα ):
event
probability
retain
P (| ti | < cα , ∀i = 1, . . . N )
(1 − α)N
0
N −1
P (| ti | ≥ cα | | tj | < cα , ∀j 6= i) N α (1 − α)
1
..
..
..
.
.
.
i) N α(N −1) (1 − α) N − 1
αN
N
Average number of null variables retained is:
N
X
N!
i
k=
αi (1 − α)N −i = N α.
(24)
i! (N − i)!
i=0
For N = 40 when α = 0.01 this yields k = 0.4
Few spurious variables ever retained
but conventional ‘size’ 1 − (1 − α)N = 1 − (1 − 0.01)40 = 0.34
P (| ti | < cα | | tj | ≥ cα , ∀j 6=
P (| ti | ≥ cα , ∀i = 1, . . . N )
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Keeping relevant variables
Approximate power if coefficient null only tested once
t-test powers
ψ
1
2
2
3
4
4
6

α
0.05
0.05
0.01
0.01
0.05
0.01
0.01

P (| t| ≥ cα )

0.16
0.50
0.26
0.64
0.98
0.91
1.00

P (| t| ≥ cα )

4

0.001
0.063
0.005
0.168
0.902
0.686
0.997

50–50 chance of retaining when E[t2 ] = 4 for cα = 4

Only 6% chance of keeping 4 such variables
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4.How to judge simulation performance?
Many ways to judge success of selection algorithms–
see Hoover and Perez (1999)
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(A) Frequency of discovery of LDGP
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(B) Relative frequency of recovering LDGP
starting from GUM as against from LDGP itself
Separates costs of inference from search
costs additional to commencing from LDGP
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4.How to judge simulation performance?
Many ways to judge success of selection algorithms–
see Hoover and Perez (1999)
(A) Frequency of discovery of LDGP
overly demanding–may be nearly impossible even if
commenced from GUM = LDGP (eg |t| < 0.1)
(B) Relative frequency of recovering LDGP
starting from GUM as against from LDGP itself
Separates costs of inference from search
costs additional to commencing from LDGP
(C) Find well-specified undominated model of LDGP
‘Internal criterion’–algorithm could not do better
See if ‘outperforms’ other automatic methods:
Information Criteria, Stepwise, Lasso, Retina ...
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Other criteria
(D) Operating characteristics match theory
Nominal null rejection frequency matches actual
retained parameters of interest unbiasedly estimated
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Other criteria
(D) Operating characteristics match theory
Nominal null rejection frequency matches actual
retained parameters of interest unbiasedly estimated
(E) Improves inference about parameters over GUM
Small accurate uncertainty regions around parameters
of interest: see Leeb and Pötscher (2003, 2005)
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Nominal null rejection frequency matches actual
retained parameters of interest unbiasedly estimated
(E) Improves inference about parameters over GUM
Small accurate uncertainty regions around parameters
of interest: see Leeb and Pötscher (2003, 2005)
(F) Improved forecasting over other methods
Many contenders–GUM, other selection methods,
averages over class, factor methods, robust devices,
neural nets (Medeiros et al., 2006)
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Other criteria
(D) Operating characteristics match theory
Nominal null rejection frequency matches actual
retained parameters of interest unbiasedly estimated
(E) Improves inference about parameters over GUM
Small accurate uncertainty regions around parameters
of interest: see Leeb and Pötscher (2003, 2005)
(F) Improved forecasting over other methods
Many contenders–GUM, other selection methods,
averages over class, factor methods, robust devices,
neural nets (Medeiros et al., 2006)
(G) Works for ‘realistic’ LDGPs
Again many possible contenders: see Hansen (2005)
(B) and (D) are main basis below
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Consistent selection
Performance of selection algorithms well known
for stationary and ergodic autoregressions:
AIC, BIC and HQ penalize log-likelihood by f (n, T )
for n parameters and sample T .
BIC and HQ consistent:
DGP⊆model selected with p → 1 as T → ∞ relative to n:
2n log(log(T ))/T is minimum rate.
Alternatively, non-centralities ψ diverge, and
significance levels α converge to zero at suitable rate.
Can achieve consistent selection of any finite-sized
model.
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Significance levels of selection rules
0.20

AIC
0.15

0.10

HQ
‘Liberal’

0.05

T−0.8
0.00
0

100

BIC
‘Conservative’
200

300

400

500

T

600

700

800

900

1000

1100
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AIC, SIC, HQ, t2 = 2 significance levels
0.40

Liberal
Conservative
AIC for k=40
HQ for k=40
SIC for k=40
AIC for k=10
HQ for k=10
SIC for k=10

0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

0

20

40

60

80

100

T

120

140

160

180
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200

Information criteria selection
BIC selects n from N regressors in:
yt =

N
X

β i zi,t + ut

(25)

i=1

to minimize:
where:

n ln T
+
BIC n =
,
T
!2
T
T
n
X
X
X
1
1
e i zi,t
=
u
e2t
β
yt −
σ
e2n =
T
T
ln σ
e2n

t=1

i=1

(26)

t=1

Full search for all n ∈ (0, N ) entails 2N models
When N = 40, then 240 = 1012 possible models
AIC and HQ also penalize log-likelihood by
f (n, T ) for n parameters and sample T
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Comparisons with BIC
When T = 140, with N = 40:
2
b
BIC 41 < BIC40 whenever t(41) ≥ 3.63, or |t(41) | ≥ 1.9
To select no variables if nullis true requires:

bt2(k) ≤ (T − k) T 1/T − 1

∀k ≤ n,

so require every |bt(i) | < 1.9, which occurs with probability:

40
P |t(i) | < 1.9, ∀i = 1, . . . , 40 = (1 − 0.0595) = 0.09

(27)

BIC would retain some null variables 91% of the time
If discount ‘highly-insignificant’ variables, |bt(i) | < 2.2
then P(|t(i) | < 2.2) = 0.3
Still keeps 70% of time, but much improved
explains why BIC does well in Hansen (1999)
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Improving BIC
[1] BIC does not ensure adequate initial model specification
Gets commences by testing GUM for congruency
[2] Pre-selection alters BIC calculations, helps locate DGP
Autometrics does block elimination tests at loose levels to
reduce n
[3] Trade-off–retain irrelevant versus lose relevant–remains:
changing BIC weight alters implicit significance level
[4] Asymptotic comfort of consistent selection
does not greatly restrict strategy in small samples
[5] Selection criteria too loose as N → T : ad hoc fix

[6] Unclear how to use when N > T

Gets corrects all of these drawbacks
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Monte Carlo simulations for N = 1000
Now illustrate 1-cut by simulating selection of 10 relevant
from 1000 candidate variables.
DGP is given by:
yt = β 1 z1,t + · · · + β 10 z10,t + ǫt ,
zt ∼ IN1000 [0, Ω] ,
ǫt ∼ IN [0, 1] ,

(28)
(29)
(30)

where z′t = (z1,t , · · · , z1000,t ).
Set Ω = I1000 for simplicity, keeping regressors fixed
between experiments
Use T = 2000 observations.
DGP coefficients, β , and non-centralities, ψ , in table 1
Also theoretical powers of t-tests on individual coefficients.
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Non-centralities

β
ψ
P0.01
P0.001

z1
0.06
2
0.28
0.10

z2
0.08
2.5
0.47
0.21

z3
0.09
3
0.66
0.38

z4
0.11
3.5
0.82
0.55

z5
0.13
4
0.92
0.76

z6
0.14
4.5
0.97
0.89

z7
0.16
5
0.99
0.96

z8
0.17
5.5
1.00
0.99

z9
0.19
6
1.00
1.00

z10
0.21
6.5
1.00
1.00

Table 1: Coefficients β i , non-centralities ψ i , theoretical
retention probabilities, Pα,i .
GUM contains all 1000 regressors and intercept:
yt = β 0 + β 1 z1,t + · · · + β 1000 z1000,t + ut , t = 1, . . . , 2000.

DGP has first n = 10 variables relevant,
so 991 variables irrelevant in GUM (with intercept).
Report outcomes for α = 1% and 0.1%
M = 1000 replications, where 1(·) is indicator.
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Gauge and potency
‘gauge’ denotes empirical null retention frequency of
selection statistics.
‘potency’ is average non-null retention frequency.
1 PM
retention rate: epk = M i=1 1(βe 6=0) , k = 0, . . . , N,
potency:
gauge:

Pn

=

1
n

=

1
N −n+1

k,i

pk ,
k=1e

e
p0 +

PN

pk
k=n+1 e



.

All variables significant at cα by design in 1-cut.
But not necessarily the case with automated Gets.
Irrelevant variables may be retained because of:
(a) diagnostic checking when a variable is insignificant,
but deletion makes a diagnostic test significant, or
(b) with encompassing, a variable can be individually
insignificant, but not jointly with all variables deleted so far.
Simulation gauges and potencies recorded in table 2.
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Simulation outcomes
Gauge Potency Theory power
1%
1.01%
81%
81%
0.1% 0.10%
69%
68%
α

Table 2: Potency and gauge for 1-cut selection with
1000 variables.
Gauges not significantly different from nominal sizes α:
selection is not ‘oversized’ even with 1000 variables
Potencies close to average theory powers of 0.811 and
0.684.
Close match between theory and evidence even when
selecting just 10 relevant regressors from 1000 variables.
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Calculating MSEs
Also report MSEs after model selection.
b is OLS estimate of coefficient on xk,t in GUM for
β
k,i
replication i. βek,i is OLS estimate after model selection
e = 0 when zk,t not selected in final model.
β
k,i
Calculate following MSEs:
MSEk

=

UMSEk =
CMSEk =

1
M

2
PM  b
,
i=1 β k,i − β k
2
PM  e
,
i=1 β k,i − β k

1
M h
i
PM
2
e
e 6=0)
i=1 (β k,i −β k ) ·1(β
k,i
PM
,
e 6=0)
i=1 1(β
k,i


PM
2
β k if
e
i=1 1(β

k,i 6=0)

Unconditional MSE (UMSE) substitutes βek,i = 0 when a
variable is not selected.
Conditional MSE (CMSE) is computed over retained
variables only.


=0
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1-cut selection, N = 1000, α = 1%, 0.1%
Retention of relevant variables at 1%
1.00

Retention of relevant variables at 0.1%
1.00

Monte Carlo
Theory
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k

Simulation MSEs
Figure 75 shows that retention rates for individual relevant
variables are as expected from the theory.
CMSEs

are always below UMSEs for relevant variables
(bottom graphs in Fig. 75), with exception of β 1 at 0.1%.

As a baseline, UMSE for every estimated coefficient of a
variable in GUM is 0.001.
Thus, generally worse than GUM in MSE terms:
but reduced by about 990 variables on average.
Main gains for irrelevant variables, as we will see.
First consider impact of bias-correcting for selecting just
those variables where |t| ≥ cα
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Bias corrections
Selection matters: only retain ‘significant’ variables.
Can correct final estimates for selection
Convenient approximation that:
"

#

b
b
β
β
β
≃
∼N
, 1 = N [ψ, 1]
tβb =
σ
bβb
σ βb
σ βb

when non-centrality of t-test is ψ =
Using Gaussian approximation:

β
σ βb



1
1 2
φ (w) = √ exp − w
2
2π


Z w
1
1 2
Φ (w) = √
exp − x dx
2
2π −∞
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Truncation correction
Doubly-truncated distribution–expected truncated t-value is:
h

i

E |tβb | | |tβb | > cα ; ψ = ψ ∗

(31)

so observed |t|-value is unbiased estimator for ψ ∗
Thus, observe ψ ∗ when true non-centrality is ψ
Sample selection induces:
φ(cα − ψ) − φ(−cα − ψ)
ψ =ψ+
= ψ + r (ψ, cα )
1 − Φ(cα − ψ) + Φ(−cα − ψ)
∗

(32)

As know mapping ψ ∗ → ψ , can correct by ‘inversion’:
ψ = ψ ∗ − r (ψ, cα ), albeit iteratively as r depends on ψ

Applies as well to correcting βe once ψ is known: for β ≥ 0:
h

i



r (ψ, cα )
e
e
E β | β ≥ σ βe cα = β 1 +
ψ



=β



∗

ψ
ψ

(33)
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Estimating the bias correction
Estimate ψ ∗ from tβe then iteratively solve for ψ from (32):
ψ = ψ ∗ − r (ψ, cα )

(34)

so replace r(ψ, cα ) in (34) by r(tβe , cα ), and ψ ∗ by tβe :


e = t e − r t e , cα
ψ
β
β





e
e = te − r ψ,
e cα
, then ψ
β

(35)

leading to the bias-corrected parameter estimate:


e
e
e e .
e=β
e ψ/t
β
β

(36)
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Implementing bias correction
Successfully bias corrects for relevant, albeit closely, not
exactly
Over-corrects for some t-values (Hendry and Krolzig, 2005)
No impact on ‘bias’ of parameters of irrelevant variables as
their β i = 0, so unbiased with or without selection
Some increase in MSEs of relevant variables
Correction exacerbates downward bias in unconditional
estimates of relevant coefficients & increases MSEs slightly.
But remarkable decrease in MSEs of irrelevant variables
First ‘free lunch’ of new approach:
obvious why in retrospect–most correction for |t| near cα
which holds for retained irrelevant variables.
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Impact of bias correction on CMSEk
MSE at 1%

MSE at 0.1%

CMSE
CMSE bias−corrected
UMSE

0.006
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7

8

9

~ 10
βk
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Simulation MSEs
Table 3 shows impact of bias corrections on retained
irrelevant and relevant variables.
α
e
uncorrected β
β after correction

1%
0.1%
average CMSE over
990 irrelevant variables
0.84
1.23
0.38
0.60

1%
0.1%
average CMSE over
10 relevant variables
1.0
1.4
1.2
1.3

Table 3: Average CMSEs, times 100, for N = 1000 and
n = 10 of retained relevant and irrelevant variables
(excluding β 0 ), with and without bias correction.
Greatly reduces MSEs of irrelevant variables in
both unconditional and conditional distributions.
Coefficients of retained variables with |t| ≤ cα are not
bias corrected–insignificant estimates set to zero.
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2-step corrected conditional distributions
t=2

7.5

t=4

t=3
4

4
5.0
2.5

−1

0

1

t=6

4

−1
4

3

3

2

2

1

1

−1
6

2

2

0

1

t=0

−1
7.5

0

t=8

1

−1

0

1

t=0
5.0

2.5

0

Yat−1 with t=0

1

−1

0

1

Constant with t=0
5.0

4

5.0

2

2.5

−1

0

1

−1

2.5

0

1

−1

0
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1

Impact of bias correction on 1-cut MSEs
Against such costs, bias correction considerably reduces
MSEs of coefficients of retained irrelevant variables:
benefits both unconditional and conditional distributions.
Despite selecting from a very large set of potential
variables:
nearly unbiased estimates of coefficients and
equation standard errors can be obtained;
little loss of efficiency from testing irrelevant variables,
some loss from not retaining relevant variables at large
values of cα ;
huge gain by not commencing from an under-specified
model.
Normal distribution has ‘thin tails’, so power loss from
tighter significance levels rarely substantial,
but could be for fat-tailed error processes at tighter α.
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Route Map

1. Introduction: Why undertake model selection?
2. Theory of Reduction
3. Model selection theory
4. Implementing general-to-specific selection:
Autometrics
5. Advances in automatic model selection
6. Conclusions: What have we learnt?
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Why automatic model selection?
1] Speed: even 10 variables yields gain; 100+ large gain
2] Numerosity: 100+ variables simply too big–1030 models
3] Complexity: Multiple breaks; non-linearity; dynamics;
systems; exogeneity; integrability; interactions..
4] Expertise: embodies ‘best practice’ framework
5] Objectivity and replicability: Keynes (1940) jibe at
Tinbergen: 70 identical independent translations of
Septuagint. Could econometrics do the same?
Let’s run Autometrics to illustrate.
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Autometrics improves on previous algorithms
Search paths: Autometrics examines whole search
space; discards irrelevant routes systematically.
Likelihood-based: Autometrics implemented in
likelihood framework.
Efficiency: Autometrics improves computational
efficiency: avoids repeated estimation & diagnostic
testing, remembers terminal models.
Structured: Autometrics separates estimation criterion,
search algorithm, evaluation, & termination decision.
Generality: Autometrics can handle N > T .
If GUM is congruent, so are all terminals:
undominated, mutually-encompassing representations.
If several terminal models, all reported: can combine, or
one selected (by, e.g., Schwarz, 1978, criterion).
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Tree Search
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Selection
2k models.

Strategies to skip nodes:
Pruning: If a deletion fails or results in another failure
(on backtesting or diagnostic testing), node is invalid.
The subsequent subbranches are pruned. Governed by
p-value pa .
Bunching: Deletes blocks of variables along generated
search path. If block deletion fails, backtrack until bunch
can be deleted. Governed by pb .
Chopping: When a bunch is ‘highly’ insignificant, when
subbranch is processed it is chopped from tree. Saves
on computation. Governed by pc = pb .
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Further Aspects
Backtracking on diagnostic failure: Diagnostic tests
only evaluated when terminal is reached. If failure
backtrack until valid model found. Diagnostic testing
relatively costly and diagnostic failure could be
temporary blockage on reduction path.
Diagnostic failure of the GUM: Model selection can
work with invalid GUM but it invalidates fundamental
assumption of method. Autometrics tries to restore
diagnostic validity along the way.
Model contrasts: When terminal candidate model is
found no need to enter branches that yield same model.
Tree is uniquely ordered.
Insignificant variables: Some insignificant variables
may be retained in terminal model. Reduction
procedure run again to refine.
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Moving from 1-cut to Autometrics
For more detail about selection outcomes, we consider
experiments with N = 10 candidate regressors and T = 75
based on the design in Castle, Qin and Reed (2009):
yt = β 0 + β 1 z1,t + · · · + β 10 z10,t + ǫt ,
zt ∼ IN10 [0, I10 ] ,


2
ǫt ∼ IN 0, σ ψ , t = 1, . . . , T

(37)
(38)
(39)

where z′t = (z1,t , · · · , z10,t ), fixed across replications.
Equations (37)–(39) specify 10 different DGPs, indexed by
n, each having n relevant variables with β 1 = · · · = β n = 1
and 10 − n irrelevant variables (β n+1 = · · · = β 10 = 0), with
β 0 = 5 and σ 2ψ = T /ψ 2 , where ψ denotes the non-centrality,
taking the values 2, . . . , 6.
Table 4 reports the non-centralities, ψ .
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Experimental design
α\ψ
5%
1%

2
50.3
26.0

3
84.3
63.9

4
97.8
91.3

5
99.9
99.1

6
100
100

Table 4: Theoretical power for a single t-test (%) for experiment
(37)-(39).

The GUM is the same for all 10 DGPs:
yt = β 0 + β 1 z1,t + · · · + β 10 z10,t + ut .

We first investigate how the general search algorithm
Autometrics, with and without diagnostic checking,
performs relative to 1-cut.
Comparative gauges are recorded in figure 93.
1-cut gauge is very accurate, and
Autometrics is quite close, especially for α = 0.01.
Potencies are shown in figure 94.
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Gauges for 1-cut & Autometrics
Gauges for 1−cut rule and Autometrics, ψ=6

Gauges for 1−cut rule and Autometrics, ψ=2
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Potencies for 1-cut & Autometrics
1.0

Potencies: 1−cut rule and Autometrics, α=0.05
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MSEs

for 1-cut & Autometrics

Figure 96 records ratios of MSEs of Autometrics selection to
1-cut for both unconditional and conditional distributions,
but with no diagnostic tests and no bias correction.
Lines labelled Relevant report the ratios of average MSEs
over all relevant variables for a given n.
Lines labelled Irrelevant are based on average MSEs of
irrelevant variables for each DGP (none when n = 10).
Unconditionally, ratios are close to 1 for irrelevant variables;
but there is some advantage to using Autometrics for
relevant variables, as ratios are uniformly less than 1.
Benefits to selection are largest when there are few
relevant variables that are highly significant.
Conditionally, Autometrics outperforms 1-cut in most cases.
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Ratios of MSEs for Autometrics to 1-cut
UMSE ratio Autometrics to 1−cut, j=2
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Selecting by Autometrics
Have now established that there is little loss, and
perhaps a gain, from using the path-search algorithm
Autometrics even when 1-cut is applicable
which it is not in non-orthogonal problems.
Gauge is close to selected α for both.
Potency is near theory value for a 1-off test.
Goodness-of-fit is not directly used to select models &
no attempt is made to ‘prove’ that a given set of variables
matters, and ‘repeated testing’ is not a concern, but
choice of cα affects R2 and n through retention by |t(n) | ≥ cα .
Generalization to instrumental variables estimators is
straightforward (see Hendry and Krolzig, 2005), and
likelihood estimation in general is feasible (Doornik, 2009).
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Route Map

1. Introduction: Why undertake model selection?
2. Theory of Reduction
3. Model selection theory
4. Implementing general-to-specific selection:
Autometrics
5. Advances in automatic model selection
6. Conclusions: What have we learnt?
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Specification of GUM
Most major formulation decisions now made:
which variables;
their lag lengths;
functional forms;
structural breaks.
Leads to general unrestricted model (GUM):
yt =

K
X

β i zi,t +

i=1

+

K
K X
K X
X
i=1 j≥i k>j

K
X
i=1

2
+
θi zi,t

K
X

3
+
γ i zi,t

λi,j zi,t zj,t

i=1 j>i

i=1

ψ i,j,k zi,t zj,t zk,t +

K
K X
X

T
X
i=1

δ i 1{i=t} + ǫt

(40)

K = r × s potential regressors, zt , after lags of xt , plus
T indicators 1{i=t} . Bound to have N > T .
xt could also be modelled as a system
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Impulse-indicator saturation
To tackle multiple breaks & data contamination (outliers),
add T impulse indicators to candidates for T observations.


2
Consider xi ∼ IID µ, σ ǫ for i = 1, . . . , T
µ is parameter of interest
Uncertain of outliers, so add T indicators Ik = 1{k=ki }
to set of candidate regressors.
First, include half of indicators, record significant:
just ‘dummying out’ T /2 observations for estimating µ
Then omit, include other half, record again.
Combine sub-sample indicators, & select significant.
αT indicators selected on average at significance level α
Feasible ‘split-sample’ impulse-indicator saturation
(IIS) algorithm: see Hendry, Johansen and Santos (2008)
(iii)
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Distribution
If x1 , . . . , xT are

so:

µ
e=

P0.5T

IID µ, σ 2ǫ



, then the estimator µ
e is:
PT

j=0.5T +1 xj 1{|xj −x1 |≤cα }
i=1 xi 1{|xi −x2 |≤cα } +
P0.5T
PT
i=1 1{|xi −x2 |≤cα } +
j=0.5T +1 1{|xj −x1 |≤cα }

T

where:
1
2
σµ =
P (cα )

when:



1/2

(e
µ − µ) → N



0, σ 2ǫ σ 2µ



2cα f (cα ) 4c2α f (cα )2
1 + 4cα f (cα ) −
−
P (cα )
P (cα )

P (cα ) = P (|b
u| ≤ cα σ ǫ ) =

Z

!

(41)

cα

f (u)du
−cα

measures the impact of truncating the residuals
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Dynamic generalizations
Johansen and Nielsen (2009) extend IIS to both stationary
and unit-root autoregressions
When distribution is symmetric, adding T impulse indicators
to a regression with r variables, coefficient β (not selected)
and second moment Σ:
T

1/2



D
2 −1
e
(β − β) → Nr 0, σ ǫ Σ Ωβ

e with respect to OLS β
b
Efficiency of IIS estimator β
measured by Ωβ depends on cα and distribution
Must lose efficiency under null: but small loss αT –
only 1% at α = 1/T if T = 100, despite T extra candidates.
Potential for major gain under alternatives of breaks
and/or data contamination: variant of robust estimation.
Later interest rates example shows prominence of breaks
in practice.
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Efficiency of IIS estimator
Efficiency of indicator saturated estimator
1.00

1.00

0.95

0.95

0.90
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0.80
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0.75
0

1
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3

critical value c

4

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

tail probability for c

Figure from Johansen and
(2009) shows outcome

 Nielsen
for equal split in ǫi ∼ IID µ, σ 2ǫ
Left panel shows efficiency as function of cα ;
right panel as function of tail probability P(|ǫt | > σ ǫ cα )
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Structural break example
Y

Fitted

2

scaled residuals

10
0

5

0
−2
0

20

40

60

80

100

0

20

40

60

80

100

Size of the break is 10 standard errors at 0.75T
There are no outliers in this mis-specified model
as all residuals ∈ [−2, 2] SDs:
outliers 6= structural breaks

step-wise regression has zero power
Let’s see what Autometrics reports
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‘Split-sample’ search in IIS
Block 1

Dummies included in GUM

15

Final model: actual and fitted

Final model: Dummies selected

10
5
0
0

50

100

0

50

100

Block 2

15

0

50

100

1.0

10
0.5

5
0
0

50

100

0

50

100

0

50

100

0

50

100

0

50

100

15

Final

10
5
0
0

50

100
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Autometrics’ IIS algorithm
Autometrics uses its general algorithm even though
impulse indicators are orthogonal:
generally tries several block divisions.
Table 5 records gauge and potency, with and without IIS
(no diagnostic testing) in above experiments.
With no IIS, gauge is close to α: see fig. 93.
With IIS, at recommended tight α, still has good properties:
gauge slightly too large at 1% (0.75 dummies retained on
average), but slightly too small at 0.1%.
Average potencies all close to unity (high non-centralities of
relevant variables).
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Impulse-indicator saturation under the null
Expect αT indicators selected under null.
Apply to above experimental design.
α
ave. gauge (across all ψ)
ave. potency ψ = 2
ψ=3
ψ=4
ψ=5
ψ=6

1%
no IIS IIS
1.76 1.79
26.1 23.8
59.6 54.5
86.2 82.2
97.2 96.1
99.7 99.4

0.1%
no IIS IIS
0.69 0.10
10.9
5.7
38.2 21.9
68.1 52.3
89.1 82.5
97.7 96.6

Table 5:

Gauge and potency ( ×100) for selection averaged across
all n = 1, . . . , 10 experiments (and ψ = 2, . . . , 6 for gauge) with and
without impulse-indicator saturation (IIS), no diagnostic testing.

Slightly ‘over-gauged’ at 1% but close at 0.1%.
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IIS in fat-tailed distributions
IIS aims to detect outliers and location shifts: is it
‘confused’ by a fat-tailed distribution (e.g., t3 )?
Use design in (37) and (38), but (39) becomes:
ǫt ∼ 0.4 × n

0.5



× t3 ,

n = 1, . . . , 10

(42)

Autometrics checks normality:
if it rejects, pd -value of later normality tests is reduced,
but may retain irrelevant variables to retrieve original pd .
Table 6 records average gauges and potencies over all
n = 1, . . . , 10 experiments using t3 :
with diagnostic testing at pd = 1%,
without, and
with IIS at α.
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Diagnostics & IIS for t3
IIS
diagnostics
α
gauge%
gauge% (no dummies)
potency%

no
yes

no
no
1%
8.6
1.4
–
–
96.3 96.3

yes
no

no
yes

4.9
1.9
98.8

6.8
–
92.4

no
yes
no
no
0.1%
0.52
1.4
–
0.23
92.5 91.4

Table 6: Gauge and potency for t3 over n = 1, . . . , 10 with and
without IIS and diagnostics.
Definition of gauge is ambiguous:
are retained indicators relevant or not, & part of potency?
So, also calculate gauge not counting retained dummies.
If DGP incorrectly assumed to be normal with diagnostic testing,
gauge is far too high at tight α: 7% for α = 0.1%.
No diagnostic testing improves gauge, but still too large.
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Distributions with IS and without for t3
Gauge is larger than for selection without impulse
saturation and no diagnostic testing, but coefficient
estimates for retained variables closer to DGP values:
impulses account for the fat-tails, bringing distribution
conditional on dummies closer to normal.
Figure 111 super-imposes IS on conditional distributions for
β̃ 0 , . . . , β̃ 10 when n = 5.
Distributions similar for relevant variables, but without IS
have slightly fatter tails. Long tails in non-saturated
conditional distributions for coefficient estimates of
irrelevant variables relative to saturated.
If irrelevant variables retained when fat-tails, IS implies
reported coefficient estimates are smaller than otherwise;
bias correction down-weights further: insurance against
highly significant irrelevant variables.
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Conditional distributions with and without IIS
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IIS with breaks
D1: y1,t = γ (IT −19 + · · · + IT ) + ut ,
ut ∼ N[0, 1]
DGP:
D2: y3,t = γ (I1 + I6 + I11 + · · · ) + ut , ut ∼ N[0, 1]
GUM: forced constant and T dummies, T = 100, M = 1000

1% nominal size
Gauge %
Potency %
DGP found %

γ=0 γ=1
1.5
1.2
—
4.6
29.0
0.0

1% nominal size
Gauge %
Potency %
DGP found %

γ=0 γ=1
1.5
1.0
—
3.5
29.0
0.0

D1
γ=2
0.9
25.6
0.0
D2
γ=2
0.4
7.9
0.0

γ=3 γ=4 γ=5
0.3
0.7
1.1
52.6 86.3 99.0
0.0
8.1 36.8
γ=3 γ=4 γ=5
0.3
1.0
0.8
24.2 67.1 90.2
0.0
3.9 24.2

Table 7: IIS in Autometrics
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More IIS experiments
D1: y1,t = γ (I81 + · · · + I100 ) + ut
D2: y2,t = γ (I1 + I6 + I11 + · · · + I96 ) + ut
D1t: y
= γ (I + · · · + I ) + 0.02t + ut
DGP: D3t: y1t,t = γ (I81+ I + I 100
2t,t
1
6
11 + · · · + I96 ) + 0.02t + ut
D1L: y1L,t = γ (I81 + · · · + I100 ) + 0.5yt−1 + ut
2
20
1
I81 + 20
I82 + · · · + 20
I100 + ut
D4: y4,t = γ 20
GUM: fixed constant and T dummies, T = 100; trend for D1t,D3t.
D1: detect break in mean (starting at T = 81)
D2: detect multiple outliers
D1t: as D1, but with trend in DGP and GUM
D2t: as D2, but with trend in DGP and GUM
D1L: detect break in mean in stationary autoregression
D4: detect break in trend (starting at T = 81)
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Potency to detect individual dummies
Potency to detect individual dummies

100

D1(γ=3)

D1t(γ=3)

D4(γ=6)

D1L(γ=5)

80

60

40

20

90

Gauge %
Potency %

100

γ=3
0.3
52.6

90

D1
γ=4
0.7
86.3

100

γ=5
1.1
99.0

90

γ=6
0.5
54.17

100

D4
γ=8
0.5
67.35

90

100

γ = 10
0.6
75.08
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Simulations with multiple breaks
DGP:MBc yt = δ + γ (I1 + I2 + I3 + I4 + I24 + · · · + I27 + I49 + · · ·
+I52 + I74 + · · · + I77 + I97 + · · · + I100 ) + ut
DGP:MBct yt = δ + γ (I1 + I2 + I3 + I4 + I24 + · · · + I27 + I49 + · · ·
+I52 + I74 + · · · + I77 + I97 + · · · + I100 ) + 0.02t + ut

Simulation GUMs
GUM:MBc yt on 1 (forced) and T dummies:;
GUM:MBct yt on 1 (forced), T dummies, and trend.
‘Forced’ denotes relevant variable cannot be eliminated by
selection (1 denotes intercept).
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Comparisons with step-wise

Gauge %
Potency %
Gauge %
Potency %

γ=3 γ=4 γ=5 γ=3 γ=4 γ=5
Autometrics, constant forced, α = 1%
DGP:MBc
DGP:MBct
0.4
0.7
1.0
0.5
0.8
1.1
38.8 78.4 96.5 42.2 77.8 94.9
Step-wise, constant forced, α = 1%
DGP:MBc
DGP:MBct
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.2
14.2 16.9 18.2 18.0 20.2 24.6

Table 8: Autometrics and step-wise experiments with
IIS for multiple breaks.
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Outcomes detecting multiple breaks
Easier to detect single break of length 20
than twenty breaks of 1 period when γ is small
Potencies rapidly rise towards unity in both cases as γ → 5
While 20 ‘shifts’ when T = 100 unlikely,
ability to find them is encouraging.
Gauge falls for intermediate values of γ : ‘missed’ breaks
augment the error variance, reducing probability of
retaining impulses for observations with no break.
This effect vanishes when all breaks are detected
(e.g. by γ ≥ 5).
Autometrics vastly better than step-wise: highlights path
search advantage.
Five breaks of length 4 is realistic:
potency between that of the two cases in table 7.
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Application: U.S. real interest rate
Garcia and Perron (1996) examine U.S. real interest rate
for 1961:1–1986:3 using Markov-switching model:
find evidence of 2 breaks in 1973 and mid-1981.
Bai and Perron (1998) apply their test for structural change:
find evidence of 3 breaks in 1966:4, 1972:3 and 1980:3.
Reserved samples at beginning & end major disadvantage
We apply IIS at α = 0.05, 0.025, & form dummy variables for
blocks of same sign, similar magnitude impulse indicators.
At α = 0.05 find 2 breaks – 1973:1–1980:2 and
1981:2–1986:2.
At α = 0.025 find 3 breaks – 1962:2–1965:3;
1973:4–1980:2; and 1980:4–1986:2.
More indicators retained at tighter α from more searches.
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U.S. real interest rate with breaks
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U.S. ex−post real interest rate
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α=0.025
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Extending the sample period
Advantages of IIS over approaches like Bai and Perron:
Early/late breaks can be detected (no reserved sample)
Jointly select variables while testing for breaks
Identify outliers as well as location shifts
Extend sample to 1947:4–2009:3
Location shifts: form dummy variables for blocks of
impulse indicators with same sign and similar magnitude.
Outliers: retain impulse indicators for large outliers.
Find 5 segments and 3 major outliers.
BP no longer finds 1966:4 and 1972:3 (vertical lines):
refinds 1980:3;
but only new break is at 1986:3 on extended data.
Crucial to handle outliers to detect location shifts.
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U.S. real interest rate, 1947:4–2009:3
1966:4
12.5
10.0

1972:3

1980:3 1986:3

U.S. real interest rate
BP α=0.025,0.01
IIS α= 0.001
IIS α=0.025 (short sample)

7.5
5.0
2.5
0.0
−2.5
−5.0
−7.5
−10.0
−12.5
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1960

1965

1970

1975

1980

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010
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More variables than observations
Regressors exact linear combinations of T indicators.
Forward selection methods can handle N > T
(step-wise, lasso etc), but are defective
Gets starts from the GUM, but this is not estimable
Wish to keep good properties of Gets model
selection
Hendry and Krolzig (2005) proposed block search.
Autometrics uses expansion and reduction searches
Illustrate with Autometrics
Regression with N candidates xi,t for i = 1, . . . , N > T :
number of DGP regressors is n << N .
Simulations for N = 40 > T = 20 match selection theory
for T > N using IID variables.
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Simulation outcomes for N > T

α
Monte Carlo
Theory from T > N

Ave. retained
5%
1%
2.03 0.38
2.00 0.40

0 retained
5%
1%
0.09 0.71
0.13 0.67

1 retained
5%
1%
0.31 0.22
0.27 0.27

Table 9: Simulating N > T for T = 20 and N = 40
Average number variables retained: N α
Probability no variables retained: (1 − α)N
Probability one variable retained: N α(1 − α)N −1
But conventional size: 1 − (1 − α)N = 87% (5%), 33% (1%)
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Automatic non-linear extensions
Test for non-linearity in general linear model by
low-dimensional portmanteau test in Castle and Hendry
(2010) (cubics of principal components of the xt ).
(ii) If reject, create g(xt ), otherwise g(xt ) = xt : presently,
implemented general cubics with exponential functions.
Number of potential regressors for cubic polynomials is:
MK = K (K + 1) (K + 5) /6 + K.

Explosion in number of terms as K = r × s increases:

K 1 2 3 4 5 10 15
20
30
40
MK 3 9 19 34 55 285 815 1770 5455 12340

Quickly reach MK > T : search must handle that case.
Most easily explained for IIS.
(Investigating squashing functions, to better approximate
non-linearity in economics, suggested by Hal White)
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Modelling non-linearity
Non-linear model selection
transpires there are four major sub-problems:
(A) specify general form of non-linearity
(B) non-normality: non-linear functions can capture
outliers
(C) excess numbers of irrelevant variables
(D) potentially more variables than observations
Success requires all four to be solved.
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Resolving 4 selection problems
Have solutions to all four sub-problems:
(A) investigator’s preferred general function, followed by
encompassing tests against specific ‘ogive’ forms
(B) remove outliers by IIS
(C) super-conservative Gets selection strategy
(D) multi-stage ‘combinatorial selection’ for N > T
Automatic algorithm for up to cubic polynomials with
polynomials times exponentials in
Castle and Hendry (2011) using Autometrics
As do not know relevant variables, transformations, lag
lengths or breaks, start from GUM (40), select, then apply
encompassing tests against restricted forms (like LSTAR).
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General-to-specific modelling
In practice, do not know relevant variables, transformations,
lag lengths or breaks.
Start from GUM and do Gets.
yt =

N
X

θi wi,t +

i=1

+

M
N X
X
i=1 j=1

N
X

2
+
β i wi,t

i=1

2
+
λij wi,t zj,t

N
X
i=1

M
N X
X
i=1 j=1

3
+
γ i wi,t

M
N X
X

κij wi,t zj,t

i=1 j=1

3
+
ψ ij wi,t zj,t

T
X
i=1

δ i I{i=t} + ǫt

N potential regressors, wt
M potential transition variables, zt
After Gets selection, encompassing tests against restricted
forms like LSTAR
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Functional form approximation
k variables retained (k ≤ n) and one transition variable, s1 .

Test the postulated functional form by:

H0 : κ = µ = ψ = 0,

in:
yt =

k
X
i=1

e
τ i wi,t +

k
X
i=1

κ
ei wi,t s1,t +

k
X
i=1

µ
ei wi,t s21,t +

k
X
i=1

e i wi,t s3
ψ
1,t



−1
k 

X
s1,t − e
c
e
γ
θi wi,t 1 + exp −e
+
+e
ηt
σ
bs1
i=1

Solves identification problems of Granger and Teräsvirta
(1993), while concluding with LSTAR model if best
representation.
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What are the alternatives?
(1)

Simple-to-general modelling; criticized by:
Anderson (1962, 1971) and Hendry (1979);

(2)

retaining the GUM; fails if structural breaks:
Yancey and Judge (1976) and Judge and Bock (1978);

(3) model selection by information criteria: Schwarz (1978),
Hannan and Quinn (1979) and Akaike (1985);
(4)

testing theory models: Hendry and Mizon (2000);

(5) other ‘rules’, such as step-wise regression:
Leamer (1983) and Coen, Gomme and Kendall (1969));
(6) model comparisons by encompassing tests: Cox (1961,
1962), Pesaran (1974); Mizon and Richard (1986);
(7)

Bayesian model comparisons: Leamer (1978)
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Gets blends aspects of all but last
(1) ‘Top down’ searches partly resemble simple-to-general,
but inference conducted within a congruent GUM.
(2) If GUM irreducible, then retained, though unweighted.
(3) Model-selection criteria used if no dominance.
But such criteria do not check congruence of the selection.
(4) Fixing some variables while evaluating others improves
over including only theoretically-relevant variables.
(5) Key problems with ‘stepwise’ regression are:
only explores one path, and
does not check congruence of GUM or reductions.
(6) Parsimonious encompassing selects between
congruent terminal models.
For analyses of Gets, see Anderson (1962, 1971),
Sargan (1973), Mizon (1977).
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Potential criticisms of Gets
Critics claim strong case against:
1. path dependence of selections
2. repeated testing changes probabilities
3. probability of selecting different models
4. pre-test biases distort inference
5. data mining – garbage in, garbage out
6. measurement without theory
7. lack of identification of data-based models.
All rebutted by above analysis.
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Potential solutions
Instead:
1. select dominant congruent model
2. search feasible paths: sieving out the gold
3. raise probability of selecting the LDGP
4. cost of inference, not cost of search
5. encompass rival models: no counter evidence
6. partial explanations valuable in science;
and theory dependence just as bad
7. unique, theory interpretable, corresponds to reality;
third is central – and requires data basing.
All demonstrated by an operational algorithm:
Conclude: no a priori case against Gets.
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Recent criticisms
Leeb and Pötscher (2003, 2005) analyze ‘post
model-selection estimators’
Derive distributions, confidence intervals, bias
Criticize consistency proofs as insufficient
Asymptotics do not hold uniformly over β
Finite-sample behaviour can differ greatly from asymptotics
bias and inaccuracy of confidence intervals worsens as T
increases
Claim impossibility result: any estimate of distribution of
post model-selection estimators is doomed due to
non-uniformity defect
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Basic Model

ǫt ∼ IN



0, σ 2



yt = αx1,t + βx2,t + ǫt

. (Assume σ 2 known)
σ2



X ′X
n

−1

=

σ 2α σ αβ
σ αβ σ 2β

(43)

!

(44)

σ αβ
σα σβ

(correlation coef. between LS estimators for α, β ).
Parameter of interest: α
Model selection: include x2 or not

ρ=

M̂U : yt = α̂ (U ) x1,t + β̂ (U ) x2,t
M̂R : yt = α̂ (R) x1,t
(
MU if β 6= 0
True model: M0 =
MR if β = 0

NB. M0 depends on unknown parameter (β ).
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Post model-selection estimator
Decision Rule:
M̂ = MU if

√

nβ̂ (U )
>c
σβ

M̂ = MR else

Post model selection estimator:
α̃ = α̂ (R) 1(M̂ =MR ) + α̂ (U ) 1(M̂ =MU )

Finite sample distribution of α̃:








Pn,α,β (α̃ ≤ t) = Pn,α,β α̂ (R) ≤ t|M̂ = MR Pn,α,β M̂ = MR




+Pn,α,β α̂ (U ) ≤ t|M̂ = MU Pn,α,β M̂ = MU

Impressive, generically useful analytical derivations
Bimodal distributions for small non-centralities
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Post model-selection estimator
Probability of selecting the model:
" √
#
nβ̂ (U )
>c
σβ


√ 
√
n β̂ (U ) − β
nβ̂ (U ) 

>c−
= P
σβ
σβ

√ 

√
n β̂ (U ) − β
nβ̂ (U ) 

+P
< −c −
σβ
σβ
!
!
√
√
nβ̂ (U )
nβ̂ (U )
= 1−Φ c−
+ Φ −c −
σβ
σβ



= P
P M̂ = MU
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Consistent Model selection
√
c = f (n) s.t. c → ∞ and c/ n → 0 as n → ∞

Implication:

n→∞

Pn,α,β (α̃ = α̂ (M0 )) −→ 1

(45)

for every α, β .
ORACLE property:
Pointwise asymptotic distributions of α̃ and α̂ (M0 ) are
identical, regardless of whether M0 = MU or M0 = MR .
α̃ is asymptotically normally distributed and efficient.
NB. α̃ is variant of Hodge’s ‘superefficient’ estimator.
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Problem
Finite sample behaviour of α̃ not properly reflected in
pointwise asymptotic results
WHY: Non-uniformity w.r.t. true (α, β) in convergence of
finite sample distributions to corresponding asymptotic
distributions.


Pn,α,β M̂ = M0



= Φ (c) − Φ (−c) if β = 0
!
!
√
√
nβ̂ (U )
nβ̂ (U )
= 1−Φ c−
+ Φ −c −
σβ
σβ

if β 6= 0



√
Hence Pn,α,β M̂ = M0 → 1 as c → ∞, n → ∞ (as c/ n → 0)
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Problem


BUT for any given n, if β =
6 0 is close to 0, Pn,α,β M̂ = M0

is close to 1 − Φ (c) + Φ (−c), which is close to 0 as c → ∞.

Consistent model selection is completely ‘blind’ to certain
deviations
from the restricted model that are of the order
√
c/ n.
√β c , |ξ| < 1, then probability of selecting
NB. If β (6= 0) = ξσ
n
most parsimonious true model converges to 0.

M̂ is not UNIFORMLY CONSISTENT for M0

Probability ofselecting
correct model can be small if β 6= 0

is of order O √1n
Gets stronger as sample size increases
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Alternative interpretation
√
But local alternative β = δ/ T for:
yt = αx1,t + βx2,t + ǫt

(46)

Given (3), ‘parameter’ β is non-constant
If δ used instead, re-write (3) as:
x2,t
yt = αx1,t + δ √ + ǫt = αx1,t + δx∗2,t + ǫt
T

plim T
T →∞

−1

T
X
t=1




x21,t
x1,t x∗2,t

x1,t x∗2,t
 2
x∗2,t



=

q11 0
0 0

!

Cannot consistently estimate δ : at heart of non-uniform
selection problem – unsurprising that selection fails
when consistent estimation infeasible
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‘Limited vision’
Hansen (2005) criticises:
(1) parametric vision–need semi-parametric vision
(2) assumption of ‘true DGP’–models are approximations
(3) evaluation based on fit–base on purpose
(4) ignoring impact of model uncertainty on inference
(1) semi-parametrics often reflect failure to handle outliers
‘Impulse saturation’ fixes–and is highly ‘non-parametric
How would semi-parametrics work for N > T ?
(2) Irrespective of existence of DGP, empirical models are
approximations. Key is how to find useful ones:
if a method fails when there is a DGP, why would it work?
(3) evaluation is not based on ‘fit’; and always
stressed need for different criteria for different purposes
(4) Know properties of Gets model selection
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Comparing with stepwise regression
Forward selection procedure:
orders the regressors to find most correlated with y,
add the first regressor
reorder the remainder
continue until all significant variables found
Problems:
the ordering can prevent relevant regressors from entering,
because they never appear towards the front (until the
model gets large)
Example: x1 and x2 are negatively correlated and feature in
the model together. However, individually they will not rank
high on the ordering method
the ordering criteria may be biased at an early stage by the
omission of relevant factors
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Stepwise regression continued
Can run stepwise procedure backward:
All variables are in at first, so will maintain pairs when
necessary,
the starting point may be statistically better behaved
But:
still only one path, therefore:
path dependence: adding insignificant regressors will
change the path and may change the final model
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MSE

comparisons with step-wise

Figure 145 records ratio of Autometrics UMSEs, with bias
correction, to step-wise.
Autometrics generally outperforms step-wise substantially,
even with orthogonal regressors.
Bias correction markedly improves Autometrics relative MSE
for irrelevant variables–most improvement at tighter
significance levels.
Relevant variables all have high non-centralities, so are
detected by both most of the time, although Autometrics
delivers a lower MSE on average.
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Ratio of Autometrics UMSEs to step-wise
UMSE ratio of Autometrics to step−wise regression
1.2

Relevant
Irrelevant
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7

8

9 10

0.0
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4

5

6
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Hoover–Perez experiments
HP7 y7,t = 0.75y7,t−1 + 1.33x11,t − 0.9975x11,t−1 + 6.44ut R2 = 0.58
HP8 y8,t = 0.75y8,t−1 − 0.046x3,t + 0.0345x3,t−1 + 0.073ut R2 = 0.93
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Hoover–Perez experiments with pα = 0.01
T = 139, 3 relevant and 37 irrelevant variables
Hoover–Perez
step-wise
Autometrics
HP7
HP8
HP7 HP8 HP7
HP8
1% nominal size
Gauge % 3.0∗
0.9∗
0.9
3.1
1.6
1.6
Potency % 94.0
99.9 100.0 53.3 99.2 100.0
DGP found % 24.6
78.0
71.6 22.0 68.3
68.8
∗ Only counting significant terms (but tiebreaker is best-fitting model)
T = 139, 3 relevant and 141 irrelevant variables
step-wise
Autometrics
HP7 HP8 HP7
HP8
1% nominal size
Gauge %
0.9
1.7
1.4
1.1
Potency %
99.9 50.9 96.9 100.0
DGP found % 32.3 10.0 42.5
47.4
Almost no impact of 104 additional irrelevant variables
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Hoover–Perez experiments with pα = 0.001
T = 139, 3 relevant and 37 irrelevant variables
step-wise
Autometrics
HP7 HP8 HP7
HP8
0.1% nominal size
Gauge %
0.1
1.9
0.8
0.3
Potency % 99.9 40.5 98.3 100.0
DGP found % 95.1 10.5 87.5
92.8
T = 139, 3 relevant and 141 irrelevant variables
step-wise
Autometrics
HP7 HP8 HP7
HP8
0.1% nominal size
Gauge %
0.1
0.7
0.3
0.1
Potency %
99.7 40.3 97.4 100.0
DGP found % 87.4
9.0 82.9
90.2
Large increase in probability of locating DGP relative to pα = 0.01
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Lasso
Writing:

b
b
ǫ = y − Xβ

Lasso minimizes RSS subject to the sum of the absolute
coefficients being less than a constant τ :
min b
ǫ′ b
ǫ subject to

k
X
i=1

bi | ≤ τ
|β

(47)

Effects:
Shrinkage: some coefficients shrunk towards zero
Selection: some coefficients set to zero
Usage:
Regression shrinkage (predictions, etc.)
Model selection: keep regressors with non-zero
coefficients, but use OLS estimates instead
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Computational aspects
Forward step-wise
find regressor most correlated with y ,
partial out from y and remaining xs,
repeat
Forward stagewise Less greedy version of step-wise:
take many tiny steps
Least angle regression
find regressor most correlated with y , say x1 ,
only take a step up to the point that the next most
correlated regressor has equal correlation, say x2 ,
increase both β 1 and β 2 until the third in line has
equal correlation with current residuals,
repeat
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Inference
Tibshirani (1996): quadratic programming for fixed τ
requiring 2k + 1 steps
Efron, Hastie, Johnstone and Tibshirani (2004):
algorithm for least angle regression–
small modification produces Lasso
But no standard errors, so use bootstrap
Sandwich-type from penalized likelihood
Selecting degree of shrinkage by AIC, SC, Cp or
generalized cross-validation. Need to know degrees of
freedom for IC:
k , number of non-zero coefficients
approximate by b
Basically an attempt to revive step-wise
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Lasso on the JEDC experiments
step-wise
SC
SC
ρ 0.2
0.8
Gauge
4.7
6.6
Potency
82.1 71.3
DGP found
14.7
5.7
Final rej@5% 8.2
6.4

ρ
Gauge
Potency
DGP found
Final rej.@5%

Lasso
SC
SC
0.2
0.8
11.2 16.3
85.0 76.8
7.0
2.1
9.5 14.1

step-wise
true k true k
0.2
0.8
4.9
7.9
84.3
74.7
32.7
14.4
11.4
9.0

5%
0.2
5.2
84.4
19.0
0.9

Autometrics
15%
5%
0.2
0.8
16.3
6.6
80.4 75.6
7.1 10.0
3.0*
1.8

Lasso
true k true k
0.2
0.8
5.4
10.2
82.6
67.4
27.5
5.3
19.6
37.8

11%
0.8
11.1
89.1
14.2
1.1*

Autometrics
5%
10%
0.2
0.8
5.2 11.1
84.4 78.8
19.0 10.4
0.9
3.1*

* at nominal size
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Correlation range experiments
20.0

17.5

Null rejection (%)

100

Autometrics (1%)
Autometrics (5%)
Stepwise (1%)
Stepwise (5%)
Lasso (BIC)

Non−null rejection (%)

100

90

90

80

80

70

70

60

60

50

50

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

Final rejected (%)

15.0

12.5

10.0

7.5

5% nominal size
5.0

2.5

1% nominal size

−0.8 −0.4

0

0.4

0.8

−0.8 −0.4

0

0.4

0.8

−0.8 −0.4

0

←ρ→

0.4
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0.8

HP experiments: Lasso

Gauge
Potency
DGP

HP2 HP7 HP8 HP9
Lasso selection
BIC
2.2 19.5 35.1 18.6
100.0 94.4 86.3 65.6
53.1
0.1
0.0
0.0

HP2

HP7
HP8
Autometrics
5% nominal size
5.2
6.0
5.9
100.0 99.8 100.0
27.2 15.6
18.6

HP9
6.1
62.6
0.5

Enforcing the true model size does not help Lasso selection:

Gauge
Potency
DGP

HP2 HP7 HP8 HP9
Lasso selection
true k
0.0
2.7
3.3
7.9
100.0 66.8 59.3 44.5
100.0
0.5
0.0
0.0

HP2

HP7
HP8
Autometrics
true k
0.0
0.1
0.0
100.0 98.8 100.0
100.0 96.6 100.0

HP9
5.4
62.6
0.8
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Route Map

1. Introduction: Why undertake model selection?
2. Theory of Reduction
3. Model selection theory
4. Implementing general-to-specific selection:
Autometrics
5. Advances in automatic model selection
6. Conclusions: What have we learnt?
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General conclusions
Setting nominal rejection frequency of individual selection
tests at α ≤ 1/N → 0 as T → ∞,
on average 1 irrelevant variable retained as significant by
chance out of N candidates.
Little difficulty in eliminating almost all irrelevant
variables from the GUM (a small cost of search).
Despite very large N , Autometrics’ null rejection frequency
(gauge) close to α;
increased slightly by diagnostic testing for congruence;
stabilized by encompassing tests against the GUM.
Bias correcting for selection reduces MSEs of retained
irrelevant variables in both unconditional & conditional
distributions, at small cost in increased MSEs for relevant
variables.
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Limitations
Limits of automatic model selection apply when:
(A) LDGP would not be reliably selected by the given
inference rules applied to itself as the initial specification.
(B) Relevant
variables have small t-statistics as parameters
√
are O(1/ T ), especially when highly correlated with other
regressors (see Pötscher, 1991, and Leeb and Pötscher,
2005).
Selection will not work well if a parameter cannot be
consistently estimated.
(C) If LDGP is not nested in GUM, selected approximation
must be incorrect choice:
but could be undominated, & found by a progressive
research strategy facing intermittent structural breaks in
both relevant and irrelevant variables.
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Overall conclusions
When LDGP would always be retained by Autometrics if
commencing from it, then a close approximation generally
selected when starting from a GUM which nests that LDGP.
Model selection by Autometrics with tight significance
levels and bias correction is a successful approach
which allows multiple breaks to be tackled.
Expanding and contracting searches help handle more
regressors than observations
impulse-indicator saturation allows many breaks to be
detected and ‘modelled’ by dummies.
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